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Abstract: Computer models are widely used in hydrology and water resources management. A large variety of models exist, each tailored to address specific challenges related to hydrologic science and water resources management. When scientists and engineers apply one of these models to address a specific question, they must devote significant effort to set up, calibrate, and evaluate that model instance built for some place and time. In many cases, there is a benefit to sharing these computer models and associated datasets with the broader scientific community. Core to model reuse in any context is metadata describing the model. A standardized metadata framework applicable across models will foster interoperability and encourage reuse and sharing of existing resources. This paper reports on the development of a metadata framework for describing water models. We discuss steps taken to achieve this goal for the HydroShare system and within the context of a use case that describes a team-based hydrologic modeling project.
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1 Introduction

Computer models are powerful tools for understanding hydrologic and water resource systems. Dozens of models have been built for simulating various aspects of physical, biological, chemical, geological, economic or social systems that influence or are influenced by hydrologic and water resource systems [Singh and Woolhiser, 2002]. These models have grown in complexity and simulate detailed processes happening within water systems. Set up, calibration, and evaluation of the models now requires sophisticated supporting applications including GIS-based user interfaces, calibration tools, visualization software, and workflow systems to assist in the modeling process. There have also been recent efforts to advance the concept of integrated environmental modeling focusing on interdisciplinary challenges and the need to create modeling frameworks [Laniak et al., 2013].

This large and growing ecosystem of models and supporting applications has reached a point of complexity that necessitates methods and tools for organizing existing resources such as data inputs, outputs, and software code. Metadata, such as the date a model was created, the person or group that created the model, the model's geographic and temporal coverage, and other attributes, are required to support discovery and reuse of the model. In some cases, these metadata can be extracted
from journal or conference papers, however only documenting this information within papers is not ideal because the information is not structured as standard, machine-readable metadata. New systems are needed and are being built to better capture this modeling metadata. One such system is HydroShare being developed by a team of researchers in collaboration with the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science, Inc. (CUAHSI) with support from the US National Science Foundation (NSF).

HydroShare is envisioned as a web-based collaborative system with the goal of sharing, accessing, and discovering hydrologic data and models [Tarboton et al., 2013]. Users will be able to create accounts in HydroShare and upload their own datasets, models, modeling tools, model applications, and related resources. Users have the ability to share their resources with only certain selected users or make their resources publicly accessible. The goal of HydroShare is to advance hydrologic science by enabling the scientific community to more easily and freely share the tools of their trade: not just the scientific publication summarizing a study, but also the data and models used to create the scientific publication.

One of the key steps in building a model sharing system like HydroShare is clearly defining resources stored within the system, their metadata, and their interrelationships. While HydroShare is envisioned as a system that can be used to share many types of resources, the focus of this paper is on model resources. Many of the concepts discussed in the paper are applicable to model sharing systems in any discipline, although our focus is in the hydrology and water resources discipline. The objective of this paper is to define the metadata for describing a model resource within the context of HydroShare. This is presented in two parts: first we describe elements of a foundation domain model for modeling concepts and second we apply the domain model concepts for a use case. The longer-term goal of the work documented in this paper aims to create a Dublin Core Application Profile (DCAP) for hydrologic modeling concepts [Coyle and Baker, 2009]. DCAP is a generic construction used to design metadata records to meet the needs of a specific application where new metadata terms can be used in addition to or rather than the ones defined by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) (see http://dublincore.org/documents/profile-guidelines). Our goal is to align with existing metadata standards where advances have been made and ensure interoperability. The DCAP permits this type of development in the context of linked data and reuse of metadata properties.

### 2 Model Concepts and Relationships

Computational modeling in hydrology involves multiple tools that are used collectively to create model inputs, run models, and analyze model outputs. Figure 1 provides a basic structure for relating three key concepts in hydrologic modeling through Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples. RDF triples take the form subject-predicate-object for describing attributes of a resource (see http://www.w3.org/RDF). For example, a model program (subject) uses (predicate) model inputs (object). The figure depicts relationships between Model Program, Model Input, and Model Output resource types. The Model Program is the executable file containing the model’s logic which sometimes is called the model engine. This Model Program generates Model Output, and Model Output is derived from Model Input. Not shown in this figure are metadata for each resource, which could include Dublin Core metadata properties (creator, contributor, description, etc.) and may be extended with additional metadata properties as well for particular resource types, as will be shown in the use case example. The figure is intentionally simple, but it can easily be expanded to include relationships with other resources. For example, there could be a ‘is generated by’ relationship between a graphical user interface (GUI) tool used to generate the model input files.

Another increasingly common approach involves modeling frameworks that allow for “plug-and-play” coupling of model components. Examples of these systems include the Community Surface Dynamics Modeling System (CSDMS) [Peckham et al., 2013], and modeling frameworks that adopt the Open Modeling Interface (OpenMI) standard [Gregersen et al., 2007; Castronova et al., 2013]. Figure 2 captures the key modeling concepts for plug-and-play modeling frameworks. A Model Framework is used to link Model Components. At the same time, a Model Framework is used to generate and
execute a Linked Model Configuration which contains the Linked Model Components. When a Linked Model Configuration is executed, it generates Model Output files by using Model Input files. Similar to Figure 1, the Model Output files are derived from the Model Input files. Again, this figure omits the additional Dublin Core metadata that would exist for each component. More extensive metadata could be captured for classes within this basic framework. For example, Elag and Goodall [2013] present a more detailed ontological framework for describing model components that could be used if addition model metadata is required.

In addition to the concepts introduced through the two examples of a Model Program and a Model Framework, there are other modeling concepts used within the hydrologic science community including Model Module, Model Script, and Model Workflow. A model module is source code written to expand the functionality of a model program to include additional physical processes. The model module concept is different from the model component concept in that the former is typically integrated into a model program through tight coupling approaches, as demonstrated in the example use case section. A model script is source code that is run using an interpreter. Examples of this are scripts written in languages such as Python, Matlab, R, and Perl. These scripts might be used to transform a data set into a model input file as part of a preprocessing step. There is also the concept of a model workflow...
that is used for creating model inputs with a common example being a workflow of geoprocessing routines used to delineate subbasins from a digital elevation model.

### 3 Example Use Case

Consider the following use case as an example application that provides a complicated, although not uncommon, scenario for team-based hydrologic modeling. The goal of this work is to design a way to capture the metadata content of this use case so that it is machine understandable and generalizable to similar use cases of other models being used by other teams over time to conduct hydrologic science investigations.

**Use Case:** Christina Bandaragoda, the University of Washington (UW) Ecohydrology research associate, would like to use HydroShare for coordinating, documenting, and sharing the various model and data resources generated through the following research project. A multi-organizational team will use the Distributed Hydrology Soil Vegetation Model (DHSVM), which is an open source model program created at UW by Mark Wigmosta under the supervision of Dennis Lettenmaier in 1994 [Wigmosta et al., 1994, 2002], in the Nooksack River Basin, Washington, USA for a hydrologic study. The study will include model runs using DHSVM. The study will make use of a water quality module developed by Ning Sun, also under the supervision of Dr. Lettenmaier, that was recently added to the DHSVM model program [Sun et al., Prep]. A new glacier module created by Gary Clarke [Jarosch et al., 2013] will be integrated into DHSVM for the study by PhD candidate Chris Frans, advised by Erkan Instanbulluoglu and a member of the UW Ecohydrology Research Group. The modeling work will use observational data at stations managed by Oliver Grah, Water Resources Program Manager at the Nooksack Indian Tribe. Climate projections and model forcing data will be developed by UW Land Surface Hydrology Group research scientist Matt Stumbaugh. Geospatial model inputs will be developed by Western Washington University graduate student advised by Robert Mitchell.

Figure 3 uses RDF relationships to capture the basic resources described in this use case and their interrelationships. The use case describes a model package that is a composite resource consisting of a model program, model input, and model output resources. These model input and output resources include datasets created by different individuals. The model program is also a composite resource that includes module resources created by different individuals.

Additional metadata can be added to more fully capture the use case (Figure 4). For example, each resource has a title, creator, and other metadata that follows the Dublin Core metadata standard. In some cases, it would be necessary to go beyond these core and very general metadata attributes to include domain specific attributes. For example in Figure 4 a person has an academic advisor and a module has an integrator that was responsible for integrating the module into a model program.

Each resource identified within the use case would be a distinct resource within HydroShare. The distinct resources in HydroShare would be interrelated so that, for example, it is possible to trace relationship such as the Model Input resource “was created by” a particular person. That person may be a registered HydroShare user, in which case the resource could be link to the person’s user profile including their affiliations, contact information, and a list of resources the person has created or contributed to within HydroShare. Resource creators can better follow how their resources are being used and have a means for quantifying the impact of the work that went into creating resources.

### 4 Summary, Discussion, and Next Steps

Creating a framework for describing the metadata for water models is a complicated process and here we present the first steps along that path. While we have presented a domain model for the concepts of a model program and a modeling framework, this domain model needs to be further expanded for other hydrologic modeling concepts. Nonetheless, it is promising that with relatively few extensions beyond the Dublin Core metadata standard, it is possible to capture key metadata concepts for a fairly
Figure 3. A basic framework for describing the example use case that consists of the resource types of a Model Module, Model Program, Model Package, Model Input, Model Output, and Data.

complex use case of team-based hydrologic modeling. With additional use cases of similar complexity, additional concepts, attributes, and relationships will become apparent and it is expected that the metadata framework begun here will need to be expanded to include these additional features.

The implications of designing a functional metadata framework for use in hydrologic sciences are far-reaching, as it impacts the ability of researchers to conduct efficient searches for available resources and the efficiency of building cross-domain-organization-disciplinary collaborations. This is a challenge in many fields of science where multiple physical processes are linked in space and time. The proposed metadata framework designed for use in HydroShare is an opportunity for exploring broader applicability. By working with World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), linked data/Semantic Web standards, such as RDF, and using the Dublin Core metadata standards as a foundations, the model resource work presented in this paper will have applicability across other communities gathering scientific data and models.

Metadata modeling advances, to date, have generally focused on means for packaging component parts of digital resources, as seen with the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) [Standing Committee of the IFLA Section on Cataloguing, 1997], and Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard [METS, 2014]. These developments have advanced metadata practices mainly within the scholarly communications venue, and fall short in the area of scientific modeling. Conceptualizing, developing, and implementing a metadata framework for modeling resources within the HydroShare domain that is not at odds with these other developments will allow for greater interoperability and sustainability, and provide a framework that is of value to many other disciplines and domains that rely heavily on modeling.

The work reported in this paper underscores a long term goal for the CUAHSI HydroShare project. We have focused on the metadata for these resources as one piece of the larger problem. Additional work designing processes and implementing designs as software tools is still required. For example, work is needed to define file contents and directory structures for model resources so that the software system can extract information from the uploaded model resource. Work on this and similar questions is underway within the larger HydroShare team because the process will be similar for any resource,
Figure 4. Expanding on Figure 3 to include specific attributes described in the example use case. These additional attributes are shown in grey to highlight the core HydroShare resource objects within the figure.

not only model resources, managed within HydroShare [Tarboton et al., 2013].
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